Walk through Aviary for
Exotic birds in UT Chandigarh
The Department of Forest & Wildlife, UT Chandigarh has developed
two Walk through Aviaries at Nagar Van behind Sukhna Lake, Chandigarh for creating
awareness among general public towards bird conservation especially the young
minds on nature education and conservation. These Aviaries have been created for
the exotic birds which are commonly bred in India. The common birds housed in the
aviary include White Swans, Black Swans, Wood Ducks, Blue Gold Macaw, Cockatoo,
Love Birds and Budgerigar etc.
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The Walk through Aviary which has been developed provides ample space for
each & every bird with 58 feet flying height with total ground area approx. 200x150 feet
each for terrestrial birds and aquatic birds. The structure is designed in a way that it
surrounds thousands of plants of varying canopies, which gives an ideal habitat, food
and shelter for these birds so that they can freely fly and breed. It is believed that this
structure would be the tallest structure of the country in Aviary domain.

The State-of-the-Art Bird Park for exotic birds is believed to bring laurels to the
city and good names to the Government. As the aviary is located within the city areas
and placed between the Rock Garden and famous Sukhna Lake, it is believed to
attract other visitors/nature lovers too. The visitors shall get unique experience in the
Walk through Aviary to sight the exotic birds in a near natural environment, which will
create more awareness towards bird conservation and will enrich the knowledge of
visitors on nature education and conservation of avi-fauna species.
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TICKET RATES & TIMING
Sr.
No.
1.

Category

Ticket Rate
(Per person)
Rs. 50/-

Entry ticket fee for Bird Park (Adult) [Indian]

2.

Entry ticket fee for Bird Park (Adult) [Foreigner]

Rs. 100/-

3.

Entry ticket fee for Bird Park (Children 5 to 12 years)

Rs. 30/-

4.

Entry ticket fee for Tamed Section (Adult/ Children) [Indian]

Rs. 100/-

5.

Entry ticket fee for Tamed Section (Adult) [Foreigner]

Rs. 500/-

Chandigarh Bird Park will remain open for public on all days except on
Mondays & Tuesdays.
Entry for visitors will
(Last entry at 4:00 PM)

be

allowed

from

10:00

AM

to

5:00

PM
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